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A B S T R A C T

This research provides performance metrics for cooperative research centers that enhance translational research
through partnerships formed by government, industry and academia. Centers are part of complex ecosystems
and vary greatly in the type of science conducted, organizational structures and expected outcomes. The ability
to realize their objectives depends on transparent measurement systems to assist in decision making in research
translation. We introduce a hierarchical decision model that uses both quantitative and qualitative metrics. A
generalizable model is developed based upon program goals. The results are validated through consultation with
experts. The method is illustrated using data from the National Science Foundation's industry/university co-
operative research center (IUCRC) program. The methodology provides a basis for a generalizable model and
measurement system to compares performance of university science and engineering focused research centers
supported by industry and government.

1. Introduction

Industry-university collaborations conducting multi-disciplinary
research are required to solve increasingly complex social problems
(Boardman and Gray, 2010). Increased U.S. public policy support for
initiatives that enhance translational research has resulted in the evo-
lution of many different forms of technology transfer mechanisms
(Boardman and Bozeman, 2015). Today, university-based research
centers “are prevalent as both policy mechanisms and industry strate-
gies” [(Boardman and Ponomariov, 2011) pg 76]. Cooperative research
centers (CRCs) that involve partnership agreements with actors from
three different sectors of government, academia and industry are the
most sustainable business models (Lee, 2000). However, supporting
these “triple-helix” (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a) or government-
university-industry (GUI) (Carayannis et al., 2014a) collaborations is
expensive, driving policy makers to shift their attention towards per-
formance evaluation.

Academia, policy makers (Perkmann et al., 2011a) and CRC man-
agers are all invested in understanding the performance and impact of
these centers (Bozeman et al., 2013a). A wealth of literature examines
program evaluation through primarily qualitative case-based methods
or quantitative methods based on traditional indicators such as patents
and publications. Despite the effort and many excellent studies,

researchers are cautioning that traditional measures are inadequate
(Gray et al., 2014a), placing a call-to-arms for further research. A multi-
dimensional-holistic study with a flexible approach that can evaluate
both quantitative and qualitative output indicators is needed. This re-
search begins to fill this gap by presenting a generalizable model for
CRC performance evaluation.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is responsible for tech-
nology planning and science and engineering based research and edu-
cation in the United States. Recognizing the value of industry sponsored
cooperative research, the NSF launched a program in 1980 to improve
the linkage between industry and university for cooperative research
(Gray et al., 2012a); now known as the Industry-University Cooperative
Research Center (IUCRC) program. The success of this model led to the
development of other NSF science and engineering centers. Because the
model has been replicated multiple times, the social technology clarifies
the unit of analysis making it a better candidate for study than other
CRCs. Today, over 66 IUCRCs are actively supported by the NSF. Lit-
erature shows the IUCRC to be one of the more successful CRCs
(Geisler, 2003).

Supporting such centers is expensive. So, academia, policy makers
and (Perkmann et al., 2011b) CRC managers are all invested in un-
derstanding the performance and impact of these centers (Bozeman
et al., 2013b). Researchers acknowledge that “the growth in private and
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public investment in university-based technology initiatives has raised
important policy questions regarding the impact of such activities (Link
and Siegel, 2005a; Phan and Siegel, 2006). This interest has led to a
wealth of literature examining program evaluation through primarily
qualitative case-based methods or quantitative methods based on tra-
ditional indicators such as patents and publications.

Despite the effort and many excellent studies, researchers are cau-
tioning that traditional measures are inadequate (Gray et al., 2014b),
placing a call-to-arms for further research.

This study examines the literature to explore the concerns about
current indicators and measurement systems. It adds value by developing
a flexible measurement system incorporating qualitative and quantitative
metrics. A generalizable model is developed that uses a holistic and ba-
lanced approach to produce a score that measures effectiveness in which a
center is achieving the NSF program's mission. The Wood Based
Composites Center illustrates the method using actual center data. Experts
validated the methodology and results adding a transparent decision
support tool for performance evaluation into the stream of literature.

Including this introduction, the paper is organized into 6 sections.
Section 2 reviews the academic literature on national planning of
technology and cooperative research center program evaluation.
Section 3 describes the research approach and methodology. Section 4
shows how a generalizable hierarchical decision model (HDM) is de-
veloped and finalized using expert judgment. Section 5 illustrates and
validates the method using actual data collected for a selected IUCRC,
discusses the results and summarizes the expert response to the cri-
terion related validation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review

2.1. National technology planning

Societal goals change throughout time driving national planning
activities and the creation of public policies. Technology foresight is a
process that systematically looks into the future to examine areas of
research and emerging technologies that can help address changing
societal goals. Technology foresight has also been defined as a tool in
policy and strategic planning to “wire-up” national innovation pro-
grams (Grupp and Linstone, 1999), for priority setting and decision
making (Ecken et al., 2011) and for creation of vision and the pursuit of
knowledge (Yokoo and Okuwada, 2013).

Public policy strategies are often the outcome of national foresight
activities (Georghiou and Cassingena Harper, 2013). Previous to 1980,
US policies traditionally focused on facilitating collaboration among
industry and academia (Gibson, 2015; Martin and Johnston, 1999);

then the national research agenda shifted to place more focus on
technology transfer. Initiatives to facilitate technology transfer have
been developed using a variety of different mechanisms that vary in
terms of complexity, structure and longevity including: research parks,
licensing agreements, R&D limited partnerships, joint facility use
agreements, research institutes, research centers and state-supported
science and technology centers. The most sustainable technology
transfer mechanisms require industry-sponsored collaborative research
(Link and Siegel, 2005a).

“System changes are labelled ‘socio-technical’ because they not only
entail new technologies, but also changes in markets, user practices,
policy and cultural meanings”(Geels, 2010). Major industries such as
information and communication technology (ICT)(Rohrbeck, 2010),
energy(Rohrbeck et al., 2013), food(Chavez, 2013), health (Masum
et al., 2010) and transportation (Alkemade and Suurs, 2012) are faced
with complex socio-technical challenges. Solving environmental pro-
blems is a national concern that entails cultural value and belief systems
[29]that goes far beyond a technological problem.

2.2. Technology research centers

Roessner defines technology transfer as “the movement of know-
how, technical knowledge, or technology from one organizational set-
ting to another”[(Roessner, 1998) p 31]. The university ecosystem
began to change to support technology transfer as evidenced by the
creation of technology transfer offices (TTOs) (Link and Siegel, 2005b)
and mission expansion to include entrepreneurial and commercializa-
tion statements (Tran, 2013a). Interested in further supportive policies,
government started looking for practical organizational structures
(Daim et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2013) that encouraged knowledge
and technology transfer (Carayannis and von Zedtwitz, 2005) beyond
the university sector (Smilor et al., 1989).

Studies provide evidence that public funding of research has had
significant impact on CRC programs (Cunningham et al., 2014) re-
cording over 27,500 different CRC programs worldwide and thousands
in the US alone. A variety of different mechanisms developed that vary
in terms of complexity, structure and longevity including: research
parks, licensing agreements, R&D limited partnerships, joint facility use
agreements, research institutes, research centers and state-supported
science and technology centers.

Fig. 1 shows how three of the NSF sponsored CRC programs are
positioned in the middle level of performance evaluation problems:
materials science and engineering research centers (MRSECs), en-
gineering research centers (ERCs) and industry/university cooperative
research centers (IUCRCs).

Fig. 1. CRCs are ecosystems.
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Today, GUI CRC's are a popular mechanism (Geisler, 2003; Gray
et al., 2012b) for translational research because industry funding is an
important business model component for sustainable innovations (Gray
and Walters, 1998; Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013). Bozeman named one
stream of literature the “cooperative technology policy paradigm” be-
cause it “features an active role for government actors and universities
in technology development and transfer” [(Bozeman, 2000) p 632].
Experts are concerned that “evaluating such centers remains difficult and
often subjective, yet federal science agencies continue to invest considerable
resources in them.” They are resource intensive and financially expensive
(Gray et al., 2013) receiving over $5 billion in federal funding (Gray,
2008) for support and evaluation.

Several examples show how policy makers have responded: Passed
in 1993, the Government Performance and Results Act requires codi-
fication of the use of quantitative metrics for program evaluation
(Kostoff, 2005). In 2010, the America Competes Act Reauthorization
was passed to further support linkages between research investments
and economic growth and societal benefits (Cragin et al., 2012).

2.3. Evaluation methods

The evaluation method literature was synthesized into five
(Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000b) groups for further discussion:

1) quantitative econometric and statistical analysis,
2) case-based analysis,
3) social network analysis (SNA),
4) multiple criteria decision making (MCDM),
5) multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT).

One comprehensive report by Ruegg & Feller (Ruegg and Feller,
2003) that surveyed evaluation methods and models was particularly
useful. The rest of this section reviews the evaluation methods in the
literature by the five research method groupings.

Licensing performance is a common theme in the quantitative based
literature. For example, Chukumba and Jensen (Chukumba and Jensen,
2005), examine how the characteristics of different actors affect licen-
sing performance. Two findings provide evidence of a positive re-
lationship between the importance of venture capital and licensing
agreements and that engineering faculty was relatively more important
than the other science based faculty. Anderson et al. used licensing data
to examine efficiency (Anderson et al., 2007a) and Kim took an in-
depth look at the impact of lag time using similar data and metrics.
Shane and Somaya(Shane and Somaya, 2007a) use the association of
university technology transfer managers (AUTM) association data and
patent litigation data to examine the effects on university licensing
efforts (Shane and Somaya, 2007b).

The Feldman and Kelly study is different because it uses statistical
analysis to test the strength of hypothesized relationships. This method
is interesting because it can help to open up the “box” and take a look at
the “middle”. The survey data was coded as a bi-variate “yes” or “no”
then tabulated and tested for statistical significance. Logistic regression
was used to test the strength of the relationships (Hall et al., 2003).

The research method selected for a study depends upon the research
problem being investigated and the organizational structure under
analysis (Hicks, 2012). These studies are particularly useful at the
micro, single-actor level, or macro, total-program level because they
use a more consistent method that can be replicated by other re-
searchers to verify and extend the results building convincing evidence
about program impacts. These methods are particularly useful to justify
the existence of a program and investigate if the total cost of the policy
is beneficial to society. Table 1 shows some methods and findings;
however, the results don't help to provide comparisons between cen-
ters.

The NSF's Industry-University Cooperative Research Center (IUCRC)
program is used as the domain of organizational effectiveness for this

research because based upon the longevity and formalized structure of
the program. Currently there are 66 centers spanning 175 different
university sites (Gray et al., 2012a; Gray et al., 2013). In the early
1980s, the NSF concerned about domestic technology transfer
(Bozeman, 2000) formally launched the IUCRC program to improve the
linkage between industry and university for cooperative research (Gray
et al., 2012a) by transferring “know-how” in the form of organizational
structure and best management practices from the NSF to a director and
managing research staff.

Using a hybrid organizational structure that allows for flexibility
(Gray and Walters, 1998), multidisciplinary, research projects are se-
lected by an Industrial Advisory Board (IAB) and conducted colla-
boratively among university faculty, student researchers and industry
partners (McGowan, 2012).

IUCRCs may take different forms and vary by participation number
and levels, center goals and processes, and outputs (Hayton et al.,
2010). However, there is a formal organizational model with specified
policies, processes and procedures for management and evaluation.
Table 2 (Gray and Walters, 1998) describes the IUCRC model by op-
erational mechanisms and characteristics.

Formal partnership agreements are required for membership. These
documents include the scope of the research projects and shared in-
terest agreements that help to clarify intent. There are multiple stake-
holders that include the NSF, the university, the center director, re-
searchers, students and industry. Formal documents and management
practices require regular reports and roadmaps. Other management
practices and structural requirements help to establish an IUCRC
through its' formation. For example, the funding structure requires that
industrial advisory board (IAB) members pay yearly dues.

Performance appraisal is important (Abbasi et al., 2014) to the
practice of CRC management to understand and maximize the impact of
their research findings (Penfield et al., 2014). According to a White
House memorandum (White House Office of Management and Budget,
2011), funding agencies, academic leadership, and industry must
manage their portfolios in an objective, evidence-based manner to ad-
dress science and technology priorities of our nation and increase the
productivity of our research institutions.

The NSF has recognized the importance of a formal evaluation
program by continuously supporting a project established at North
Carolina State University for the purpose of evaluating IUCRCs. While
the evaluation program is structured and formalized with established
policies, processes and procedures to address program inputs, activities,
outputs, outcomes and impacts, it struggles with some of the same
challenges found in literature and is somewhat labor intensive.

In a sense, all of the NSF IUCRC program evaluators publish case
studies each year for each IUCRC because they use standardized, Level
of Interest and Feedback Evaluation (LIFE), forms and questionnaires to
collect qualitative data. Table 3 provides an example of some of the
cased-based literature focused on IUCRC performance evaluation.

Case studies are important because they can paint a detailed story
and explain why events are happening tying inputs, activities, outputs
and outcomes to impacts. Some of the limitations is the confidentiality
of the information or the tendency to under or over report. There is also
the problem of comparing centers to one another (Scott, 2014). It is
difficult to generalize from a case study creating opportunity for mea-
surement error.

Social network analysis (SNA) is gaining importance in the litera-
ture (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a; Perkmann et al., 2011b).
Several researchers have used SNA methods, tools and techniques to
investigate spill-overs (Abbasi and Altmann, 2011; Balconi and
Laboranti, 2006), co-authorship networks (Abbasi et al., 2012; Li et al.,
2013) and membership activity (Motoyama et al., 2014b). Structured
data such as citations in the scientific databases and filings in patent
databases can be mined using bibliometric techniques. Most of the re-
searchers who use the citation of other firms' patents note that patents
are not a perfect measure of innovative output (Ruegg and Feller,
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2003), because they relate only to codified knowledge and there may be
significant differences in patenting behavior between IUCRCs, firms,
and technological domains.

However, this method shows promise and researchers are actively
working to improve the problem of data availability and linkages. For
example, Rafols et al. introduced a new method using bibilometric data
to map areas of collaboration using network analysis methods (Rafols
et al., 2009). Advances in scientific databases now allow for more so-
phisticated mapping and the spatial and geographic mapping methods
are becoming more popular (Leydesdorff et al., 2013). A sample of
research from leading authors in this area is included in Table 4.

Several researchers have used multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) (Phan, 2013) (Mumpower and Stewart, 1996) (Tran, 2013b)
to consider different perspectives in their research. A multi-level deci-
sion model (MLDM) is a flexible method that can utilize both structured
data and unstructured data by using methods that quantify the expert
judgment. Saaty (Saaty, 2008) introduced the Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess (AHP), a popular MCDMmethod to deconstruct a problem into top-
down levels of linked concepts. The Hierarchical Decision Model
(HDM) is similar to the hierarchical structure of approaching problem
and differs in the use of pair-wise comparisons to quantify element
weights.

Hierarchical decision models (HDMs) were developed by Phan to
evaluate the innovativeness of companies in the semi-conductor in-
dustry based upon output indicators (Phan, 2013) and by Tran to de-
velop an index to measure the effectiveness of a technology transfer
office (TTO) based upon fulfillment of the stated organizational mission
(Tran, 2013b). These researchers measured a broader range of out-
comes to include knowledge transfer beyond licensing. In Tran's re-
search, a knowledge and technology transfer effectiveness index was
developed to compare mechanisms for a particular university. This
research is particularly interesting for this study because it provides
precedence in the literature for using the HDM as an appropriate
methodology as well as additional data to identify knowledge and
technology transfer output elements.

The multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) is another popular multi-
criteria model that considers additive value for multiple objectives
(Iskin, 2014). Because the AHP and the HDM involve a relative im-
portance assessment procedure and use “a hierarchy to establish pre-
ferences and orderings” they are “sometimes classified as a MAUT ap-
proach” [(Wallenius et al., 2008) p 646]. The MAUT process considers
the perspective of a decision maker through the use of utility functions
or desirability curves.

Literature clearly documents the importance of CRCs for

Table 1
Quantitative based research in CRC literature.

Author year Purpose Purpose/findings Method

Cohen et al. (1994) Provide a comprehensive picture of IURCs Measurement of IURC impact on technology advance Extensive survey-based empirical study
forming the “Carnegie Mellon” database

Cohen et al. (2002) University and government research lab
contribution to industrial innovation

System of simultaneous equations links dependent variables
to firm/industry level economic variables

Survey-based approach using Carnegie
Mellon data (1994) hypothesis-based
testing

Hall et al. (2003) Investigating roles and effects of
universities in ATP-funded projects

University involvement may not speed up
commercialization as partnerships may have more basic
research aspects.

Survey-based study of ATP-funded research
projects.
Multivariate regression analysis

Chukumba and Jensen
(2005)

Licensing performance focused at small
business

Licensing by universities with larger venture capital,
engineering faculty relative high importance

Empirical, Game theoretic model,
hypothesis testing

Feldman and Kelley
(2006a)

Knowledge spillover Testing hypothesis for incentive effects of government R&D
funding for firms

Empirical survey, 240 completed,
multivariate regression

Table 2
IUCRC characteristics.

Characteristics Description

Formal membership agreement Includes unique scope and shared interest agreements
Partners University, industry, other organizations
Shared research agenda Objectives, goals and a roadmap
Shared IP Formal agreement
Center director Tied to a University (Gray and Walters, 1998), diverse (NSF, 2013)
Primary funding source Industry members structured min. funding: $30 k from 10
Evaluation 2x/year reporting, independent formal evaluation
Graduate students Required involvement
Structural requirements Funding, organizational, management, reporting

Table 3
Case-based research in CRC literature.

Author year Focus Findings Gaps

Gray and Steenhuis (2003) IUCRC Evaluation process Centers have been extensively evaluated Comparative evaluation missing or of low
quality

Corley et al. (2006) Multi-institutional research
evaluation implications

Need organizational structure or epistemic development of
the disciplines in the collaborations

More focus needed on the design of
organizational systems.

Gray (2008) IUCRC Evaluation Process Structured case reports needed to include outcomes, best
practices and breakthrough technologies

Subjective data are non comparable, coding
methods needed

Ramanathan et al., 2013) CETI IUCRC Stakeholder needs
assessment

Agile design processes benefit students to span boundaries Innovation outcomes are typically
unmeasured

Scott, 2014 (Scott, 2014) IUCRC break- through technologies IUCRCs need a structured way to report breakthrough
technologies

Inconsistency of impact data.
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translational research; but, performance comparison is still somewhat
of a challenge (Bruneel et al., 2010; McGowan, 2012). Where formal
evaluation programs exist, the methods are typically resource intensive
with results focused on a single center or at the program level (Gray,
2008). Table 5 provides evidence for the three leading gaps in the CRC
performance evaluation research literature: ecosystem complexity, lack
of data, and inadequacy of traditional indicators.

CRC's are complex ecosystems with multiple actors, missions and
organizational structures (Schultz, 2012). Basically, “improved
methods are needed for program evaluation” [(Ruegg, 2006) p 11]
because a GUI CRC is a complex ecosystem (Adner and Kapoor, 2010);
not a “trivial machine, with a defined input-output ratio” (Wallner and
Menrad, 2004). Additional expert input was obtained through a pro-
posal process for this research. Representatives from the NSF Science of
Science & Innovation Policy (SciSIP) program provided additional
comments. “Many federal science agencies support large centers of research
around a single scientific problem. These centers can vary considerably in the
science they support, their structure, and ultimately their strengths. Where
one center may make considerable progress in research, another may instead
succeed best at producing excellent scientists. Agencies have long struggled
with how to evaluate such centers, given their complexity.”

While traditional outputs of university research projects such as
publications and patents are easily quantified with bibliometrics data,
“exclusive reliance on quantifiable data” causes misleading results
(Roessner et al., 2010) by painting a partial picture (Penfield et al.,
2014). However, “identifying a set of metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a university-based ecosystem was [remains] a considerable
challenge” [(Graham, 2013) 4]. Thus, the “STI [science and tech-
nology] indicators that were important last century may no longer be so
relevant today and indeed may even be positively misleading”
[(Freeman and Soete, 2009) p588]. Or worse, are simply the “wrong”
metrics (Wallner and Menrad, 2004).

Metrics can be used to compare and differentiate the performance of
different organizations. Some organizations produce outputs more ef-
ficiently than others or at higher quality levels. Effective use of metrics
can help organizations to achieve superior performance outcomes.
However, Freeman and Soete argue on the basis of their 40 years of

indicators work that “STI [science and technology] indicators that were
important last century may no longer be so relevant today and indeed
may even be positively misleading” [(Freeman and Soete, 2009) p588].
Researchers have found that a GUI CRC is a complex ecosystem (Adner
and Kapoor, 2010); not a “trivial machine, with a defined input-output
ratio” (Wallner and Menrad, 2004). So, metrics are important; but,
which ones are appropriate?

Publications and patents are common outputs of university research
projects. Publications typically represent the output of earlier-stage,
basic research while patents are typically more indicative of applied
research (Schultz, 2012). These traditional outputs are easily quantified
with bibliometrics data and have been used in many studies. However,
researchers have cautioned that “exclusive reliance on quantifiable
data” provides misleading results (Roessner et al., 2010) because they
only provide a partial picture (Penfield et al., 2014). Others have
cautioned that traditional measures are simply the “wrong” metrics
(Motoyama et al., 2014a; Wallner and Menrad, 2004).

Knowledge transfer and integration also requires understanding of
social dynamics and networks. Emerging research in social network
analysis and metrics such as betweenness centrality and diversity are
promising; but, the use and interpretation is difficult (Wagner et al.,
2011). In a recent, empirical research study involving multiple experts
the results concluded that “identifying a set of metrics to evaluate the
performance of a university-based ecosystem was a considerable chal-
lenge” [(Graham, 2013) 4].

Another group discusses challenges attempting to tie the metrics to
the outputs and outcomes because more and better quality data are
needed to answer impact type of questions (Adams et al., 2001). Some
of the available aggregated data was found to be of poor quality leading
to inaccurate results [[70]p353]. In general, researchers agree that “due
to non-availability of data we are unable to measure” performance of
research centers. Researchers are specifically asking for time series
membership data (Adams et al., 2001) and network data (Abbasi et al.,
2012) that is disaggregated (Palomares-Montero and Garcia-Aracil,
2011).

In summary, performance measurement calls for a comprehensive
(Anderson et al., 2007b), multi-dimensional approach considering

Table 4
SNA research in CRC literature.

Author, year Topic

Balconi and Laboranti (2006) University-industry interactions in applied research: The case of microelectronics
Rafols et al. (2009) Science overlay maps: a new tool for research policy and library management
Porter and Rafols (2009) Is science becoming more interdisciplinary? Measuring and mapping six research fields over time
Abbasi and Altmann (2011) Correlation between Research Performance and Social Network Analysis Measures Applied to Research Collaboration Networks
Garner et al. (2012) Assessing research network and disciplinary engagement changes induced by an NSF program
Leydesdorff et al. (2013) Global maps of science based on the new Web-of-Science categories
Abbasi et al. (2014) Measuring social capital through network analysis and its influence on individual performance

Table 5
Example of performance evaluation challenges found in literature.

Reference Findings Theme

Boardman and Gray (2010) “CRCs are inherently complex and therefore a challenging phenomenon to understand”.
[(Boardman and Gray, 2010) p 5]

Complexity

Roessner et al. (2010) Lack of a “standardized performance criteria” and “exclusive reliance on quantifiable data”
provides misleading results (Roessner et al., 2010).

Traditional indicators inadequate

Schmoch et al. (2010) “Scientific performance should not be measured by a one-dimensional metric such a publication,
since it is a multi-dimensional phenomenon.” [(Schmoch et al., 2010) p2]

Traditional indicators inadequate

Palomares-Montero and Garcia-
Aracil (2011)

“It is difficult to obtain valid and reliable data and the results of evaluation processes depend on the
quality of the information available. There is a lack of disaggregated data to enable comparison
among disciplines, and data often are not sufficiently firm, resulting in indicators that provide
inaccurate results”. [(Palomares-Montero and Garcia-Aracil, 2011) p353]

Lack of available data, Traditional
indicators inadequate

Penfield et al. (2014) “These ‘traditional’ bibliometrics techniques can be regarded as giving only a partial picture of full
impact with no link to causality. (Penfield et al., 2014)

Traditional indicators inadequate

Abbasi et al. (2014) “Collecting network data has its own limitations” and lack of other types of data prevents
performance comparisons. [(Abbasi et al., 2014) p72]

Lack of available data
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multiple perspectives. This problem requires boundary-spanning cri-
teria because there are many constituent groups who have a stake
placing different values on outputs and outcomes. Different perspec-
tives can lead to disagreement about the mission and value of the
outputs. For example, different institutional norms govern public and
private knowledge (Geuna and Muscio, 2009) (Bruneel et al., 2010).
Even when agreement is reached, stakeholder perspectives are expected
to shift over time. Literature is calling for more research to examine the
effectiveness of the CRC organization and the impact of their activities
and outputs (Carayannis and von Zedtwitz, 2005).

With limited resources, policy makers must be diligent at at-
tempting to make objective and increasingly transparent funding de-
cisions. Despite the importance an increasing investment, a set of hol-
istic output indicators are missing. Missing also are decision support
tools and methods to help make performance measurement more cost
effective. Without the help of such tools, policy makers are ill equipped
to make transparent and objective decisions. They need to know if their
program really makes a difference “compared to no program or an al-
ternative one” [(Gray, 2008) p 78] and how to improve with scarce
resources. Therefore this paper adds value to the stream of literature by
developing a model that measures the degree to which different science
and engineering centers meet a program's mission specifications using a
balanced set of performance indicators.

3. Methodology

CRC performance should be measured using multi-dimensional
criteria because this is a “multi-dimensional phenomenon” [(Schmoch
et al., 2010) p2]. Understanding that organizational effectiveness is a
construct rather than a concept (Quinn and Rohrbaugh, 2014) helps to
explain why a multi-criteria decision making tool is appropriate for this
type of a problem. In the organizational theory literature, Steers (Steers,
1975) and other researchers (Cameron, 1978) discuss the importance of
using a framework to link decision criteria (Quinn et al., 1981). Con-
cepts are abstractions defined and measured by characteristics. Higher-
level abstractions are often difficult to characterize and measure re-
quiring construction of different concepts.

3.1. Multi criteria decision models

Multi-criteria, multi-level models are useful when decisions are
complex and require judgment between multiple alternatives. They
present an appropriate method for this study for several reasons:

1) They are flexible, decision support tools that can be used to quantify
expert judgment. These methods can handle both qualitative and
quantitative data.

2) The hierarchical methods allow for decomposition of a complex
decision problem into a hierarchy of smaller sub-problems for in-
dependent analysis. The elements of the hierarchy can relate to any
aspect of the decision problem under investigation.

3) There is a precedence in the literature. The methods have been used
in other research studies to explore complex, multi-dimensional
problems (Chen and Kocaoglu, 2008a; Mumpower and Stewart,
1996; Phan, 2013; Tran, 2013a).

Cleland and Kocaoglu introduced a mission-objectives-goals-strate-
gies-activities (MOGSA), hierarchical decision model (HDM) framework
(Cleland and Kocaoglu, 1981) that is well suited for this performance
evaluation problem. A key aspect of this method is that the problem can
be broken into a hierarchical structure (Saaty, 2008), where experts can
judge a series of elements in pairwise comparisons. Fig. 2 shows how
the new model follows the first three levels in the MOGSA framework
and replaces the 4th level with measureable outputs.

3.2. Hierarchical decision model

The human brain is designed to analyze complexities by compart-
mentalizing them and splitting the parts in turn into smaller parts to
deal with individually, since it cannot deal with too many factors at the
same time. This hierarchical vertical structure is our natural way of
thinking. A cross-sectional way of analyzing relations is beneficial when
you have a certain objective and want to understand the effect of other
factors or the relationship between entities. HDM allows the decision
maker to divide the problem into its smaller entities for analysis and
therefore reveal any hidden relationship between elements. This
methodology has been used for policy planning for a variety of objec-
tives and was proven practical (Hämäläinen and Karjalainen, 1992)
(Gerdsri and Kocaoglu, 2008) (Elkarmi and Mustafa, 1993) (Lee et al.,
2007) (Lee et al., 2008).

The other advantage of the HDM is the ability to screen and select a
large number of alternatives. Also, a large number of criteria and sub
criteria can be used, which allows the analyst to cover the topic under
investigation from many different angles. The results of the HDM are
not just solid numbers or ranking, this model allows the analyst to dig
deep into the results and identify other trends or priorities within the
same criteria. This will be of great value for the proposed model since
policy analysis is not a binary problem, but needs deep analysis of the
integrated relationship among objectives, barriers, and benefits.

This approach will be useful to gain insight into current policies and
criteria that are constantly changing with the fast pace of technology
development, which is not always accounted for in the literature. This
research has utilized the HDM methodology which allows for breaking
down the problem into a hierarchical structure in order to analyze the
relationship between a mission, objectives, and alternatives (see Fig. 2).
HDM is used to quantify expert qualitative judgments and convert them
to numerical values using a pair-wise comparison method (Table 6).

By using Constant-Sum Method, a total of one hundred points was
assigned by experts, divided between any two elements at the same
level. For the level of mission (M), quantifying expert judgment relative
to the contribution of the objective level to the mission is given as
ClO−M (see Table 9 for all model notations). The overall relative con-
tribution of the energy policy alternative (A) to the mission (M) is
calculated by adding the sum products of all local contribution matrices
between M and A and is given by (Chen and Kocaoglu, 2008b).
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For each level, the judgments were collected and converted to
weights. The alternative with the maximum weight sum would be the
best “fit” to the mission. Inconsistency and disagreement metrics
(Mumpower and Stewart, 1996; Phan, 2013) were used to ensure ro-
bustness of the model.

4. Model development

The purpose of the model (decision objective) is placed at the top of
the mission-oriented framework. Organizational objectives fill the
second level. Goals are placed at the third level and output indicators
used to measure the goals fill in the 4th level. Thus, the mission of the
model is a performance evaluation score that determines the degree to
which objectives measured by a balanced set of output indicators
contributes to the IUCRC program's mission (Fig. 3).

It makes sense that different outputs are not valued the same. Some
may contribute to performance more or less than others. The value of
relative outputs towards the mission is determined by experts. Mean
scores of experts in each panel are then quantified to develop weights
for each element. It also makes sense that producing different output
quantities meeting different quality standards will provide different
results.
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Metrics developed for each output are valued using desirability
curves. More is not always better and scales are not absolute. Thus,
curves reflecting desired output quantity and/or quality are developed.

Eq. (2) shows how a performance effectiveness value (E) can be
calculated using multiple criteria (c) for any number of (I) alternatives
(a) under comparison.

Performance effectiveness value

O G C d m jk iE (a ) ( , ) for 1, , I
l
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l

jk
k

i
1 1 1

= = …
= = = (2)

where:

E (ai)=Effectiveness value for alternative I,
Ol=The degree to which objective l contributes towards center
performance.
Gk

l=The relative contribution of goal k under objective l towards
performance.
I=Number of alternatives under comparative evaluation,
J=Number of outputs,
K=Number of goals,
L=Number of objectives,
d (mi, jk)=Metric desired value of alternative (i) for jth criterion
under goal (k),
Cjkk=Relative importance of criterion (jk) under goal (k).

4.1. Expert panels

Expert judgment is a key component in this research approach.
Experts validated the linked model elements for content and construct.
Expert panels were formed to collect data. After completing data ana-
lysis for consistency and disagreement, the accepted data was used to
quantify decision element weights finalizing the model. Consultation
with experts validated the results and the generalizability of the model.
Appendix 1 shows the details on the experts used.

This study uses a two-phased research design where thirty-seven
selected experts were formed into five (5) different panels to validate
then quantify decision elements. Several experts met the criteria for
multiple panels and were motivated to participate on them. Experts in
the sixth panel were asked to validate and quantify desired metrics.

Expert numbers were assigned in order that consent forms were
received. Many of the experts have multiple titles. The title column is
not a complete representation of an expert's experience as many experts
fill multiple roles. The primary background qualifying the expert for the
study was classified as a regular or contracted employee of the NSF
(NSF), a leading researcher (R), or a center director, co-director or
executive (C).

Each panel was configured to consider a balanced perspective to
minimize bias and encourage a richer and more diverse pool of data
Column 1 in Fig. 4 shows how the thirty-seven (37) experts were con-
figured into six (6) panels. Columns 2 and 3 discuss how experts were
asked to validate and quantify different levels of decision criteria.

For example, experts in panel 2 validated and quantified goals re-
lative to each of the three (3) objectives. Qualifications for each of the
panels and the data collection methods used are also discussed.
Separate judgment quantification instruments were created for each of
the functions: validation, quantification and desirability curve devel-
opment. The expert panel formation process also considered how dif-
ferent perspectives are required at three (3) different levels.

Table 7 shows how expert judgment is an appropriate method to
validate the model content, construct and results [(Tran, 2013) p71].

4.2. Model components

The hierarchical decision model (HDM) provides a flexible, hier-
archical structure for decision analysis. The purpose of the model is to
determine the degree to which an IUCRC meets the program's mission.
It is a generalizable model that outputs a performance evaluation score
for an IUCRC in the program by evaluating a holistic set of metrics.

At the top of the model, the objective is the organizational effec-
tiveness score. At level 2, the NSF IUCRC program objectives specify the

G1 G3G2 Gk

O1 OlO2

M 

A1 A2 A3 A4

Misson 

Objec!ves 

Goals 

Alterna!ves  

:  

: 

Ai

Fig. 2. Generic form of HDM with four decision levels.
(Adopted from 87, 89.)

Table 6
Notations for HDM.

Where:

Ol: Objectives, l = 1,2, …,l ClO−M: relative contribution of the Lth

objective to the mission
Gk: Goals, k = 1,2, …,k CklG−O: relative contribution of the kth

goal to the Lth objective
Ai: Alternatives, i= 1,2, …i CiA−M: Overall contribution of the ith

alternative to the mission
CikA−G: relative contribution of the ith alternatives to the kth goal

CilA−O: relative contribution of the ith alternative to the kth objective
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mission of the program.
Literature finds the NSF IUCRC program's mission, outlined in what

has become known as “the purple book” (Gray and Walters, 1998), is
specified by three objectives:

1. To pursue fundamental (collaborative and pre-competitive) en-
gineering and scientific research having industrial relevance.

2. To produce graduates who have a broad, industrially oriented per-
spective in their research and practice.

3. To accelerate and promote the transfer of knowledge and tech-
nology between university and industry (public) ([39]p 23).

The objectives are placed at the second level of the model as shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Generalized hierarchical framework.

Fig. 4. Panel configurations.
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The development of collaborative, pre-competitive research has
been a part of the program's mission since inception (Gray and Walters,
1998). Thus, key to the program is promoting boundary spanning ac-
tivities through cooperative partnerships and multi-disciplinary science
(Sundstrom & Gray, 2010). Since the early 1990's, the IUCRC solicita-
tions have increased incentives for multi-site IUCRCs (Gray et al.,
2011). The minimum threshold for a multi-site proposer is $350 K while
single-site membership requires $400 K per year. A program expert
confirmed that a lower threshold for multi-site membership agreements
will likely continue.

An IUCRC requires graduate student involvement (Gray and
Walters, 1998). Funding and scholarships provide graduate students
opportunities to complete research towards a thesis or dissertation
making programs more attractive (Behrens and Gray, 2001). Students
gain experience and acquire knowledge through a cooperative and in-
dustry-oriented approach to conducting research.

Knowledge and technology transfer (KTT) is a complex construct,
spanning boundaries (Comacchio et al., 2011) with many definitions.
The facilitation of knowledge and technology transfer (Etzkowitz and
Leydesdorff, 2000a) is key to achieving the NSF IUCRC's mission as

stated in the third objective: to accelerate and promote the transfer of
knowledge and technology between university and industry [(Gray and
Walters, 1998) p23] that benefits the public (Devine et al., 1987;
Feldman and Kelley, 2006b; Roessner et al., 2010).

Each of the three objectives are further characterized by two mea-
surable goals. “New knowledge” and “stakeholder satisfaction” measure
how fundamental research is pursued and how satisfied stakeholders
are with this pursuit. Producing graduates requires involved students
and a strong development program. The goals used to characterize KTT
are based on Bozeman's “Contingent Effectiveness Model of Technology
Transfer” [(Bozeman, 2000) p 637]. Fig. 6 shows how two goals are
linked to each of the three objectives and how the Bozeman model is
adapted for this research.

It is important to carefully select outputs (Piva and Rossi-Lamastra,
2013) that not only “fit” the mission specifications but are also aligned
with the social technology characterizing the NSF IUCRC program.
Experts provided qualitative input regarding the ability of decision
elements obtained from the literature review to represent the unique-
ness of the NSF IUCRC program. Then, experts judged each element
providing quantitative binary acceptance data using a Delphi process.

Table 7
Summary of evaluation tests.

Validity What is measured Methods

Construct The degree to which a measure relates to expectations formed from theory for hypothetical construct Judgmental,
Correlation,
Convergent-discrimination
Factor analysis
Multitrait-multimethod

Content Degree to which the content of the items adequately represents the universe of all relevant items under study Judgmental
Criterion-related Degree to which the criterion can capture the true value of the variable Judgmental,

Correlation

Fig. 5. NSF IUCRC program objectives.
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Fig. 6. Goals.

Fig. 7. Validated model construct.
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Elements were accepted when an 80% agreement level was reached by
the panel of experts (Tran, 2013a). The validated model is shown in
Fig. 7 and used to guide this discussion.

Literature documented outputs for new knowledge generated
through multi-disciplinary and multi-site collaboration are summarized
in Table 8. Through the validation process, experts clarified that “pa-
tents are explicitly NOT a part of the IUCRC program” because they dis-
courage pre-competitive research.

In an IUCRC there are three primary stakeholder groups: govern-
ment, university and industry. The satisfaction of each group must be
considered; however, this is somewhat of a challenge because often
there are competing needs. For example, researchers seeking tenure
may be motivated to publish and become frustrated if an IAB member
lobbies for publication to be delayed. Some IAB members may be short
sighted and not appreciate the nature of pre-competitive research, in-
stead being more focused on solving an immediate problem facing their
company. Industrial advisory board (IAB) members can be satisfied in
an IUCRC that is not performing well if they are getting more benefit
from the research. So, it is important to consider the trade-offs among
the three primary stakeholder groups.

There was some debate about student involvement, participation
and engagement at IAB meetings. Some IAB meetings have allowed
members to attend using electronic communications. With advances in
today's communication technologies such as video conferencing, some
consider remote attendance at meetings as sufficient. However, re-
searchers have found the value of long-distance participation to be
limited (Sundstrom & Gray, 2010).

While literature identifies many different outputs for student de-
velopment such as: number of courses taken, number of degrees earned,
number of projects completed, papers written and presentations given;
the IUCRC program is focused on research and presentations. Students
will receive degrees whether they conduct industry-related research or
not.

Bozeman describes a KTT medium as the vehicle, formal or informal
by which the technology is transferred (Bozeman, 2000). KTT media
supported by literature include personnel exchanges, demonstrations,
papers and professional networks. Shared knowledge and idea gen-
eration (Gray et al., 2011) transferred at networking and informal
events are difficult to evaluate often using attendance and participation
as proxy measures. Knowledge generation and knowledge transfer is
evaluated differently. When students, faculty or industry members
conduct research they are creating knowledge whereas when they are
teaching or taking a course they become containers for knowledge.
Table 9 summarizes KTT media sources defined in the literature.

KTT objects provide the form and document the content of what is
transferred. Some examples of this transfer entity include new products
or services, new methods or processes and patents. In an IUCRC, focus is
placed on a technological breakthrough or advance such as: “significant
process improvements, new process or techniques, and new or im-
proved products or services that resulted either directly from, or was
indirectly stimulated by the center's research program” (Scott, 2014).
The NSF has published a set of Compendiums that catalogue peer

reported breakthrough technologies. Table 10 identifies KTT objects
found in literature.

Table 11 shows how metrics are used to describe each output. The
parent element for each output is a relative goal that is identified in
column 1.

Development of a desirability curve is a method to convert either
qualitative or quantitative data used for measuring a decision element
to a scaled quantitative value. Understanding the desired or ideal value
for a metric is important. The relationship of values for different metrics
may scale differently. Comparing desired values against a consistent
scale normalizes the values.

So, what value is desirable for each of the outputs? In a complex
ecosystem, stakeholders may provide conflicting judgment about these
values. For example, IAB membership renewal rates are used to mea-
sure IAB member satisfaction. If experts agree that some turn-over is
normal and a desired retention is 80% or better, 40–50% retention may
or may not be judged to be half as good. A 60% retention may signify a
tipping point or problem.

4.3. Final model

Fig. 8 shows the model quantified through the expert panels with
HDM. This model was applied to a case study in the next section.

5. Case study application

A case study is developed to illustrate how the model works and to
conduct criterion-related validation. Criterion-related validation enlists
the help of an expert to evaluate the degree to which the model reflects
actual performance. Data collected for the Wood Based Composites
(WBC) center was used to populate the metrics, find respective desir-
ability values and calculate a score. Consultation with experts validated
the results and generalizability of the model.

5.1. Case study background

The mission of the Wood-Based Composites Center (WBC) (Fig. 9) is
to advance the science and technology of wood-based composite ma-
terials. While the center was formed with only 2 partner universities, it
has grown to informally include four more. On their website (wbc.vt.
edu) the center discusses goals that include attracting students to ca-
reers in the wood-based composites and adhesion industries by pro-
viding “intellectual exchange and interaction among professionals and
students.”

Data was collected from five secondary data sources: center web-
sites, NSF IUCRC structural information reports, center minutes, the
NSF Compendium of Breakthrough Technologies and the ProQuest and
interviews. Information about collaborative projects and background
information on researchers and configurations of projects was obtained
from specific IUCRC websites. From the NSF IUCRC evaluation program
database, structural information reports from 2010 to 2014 were used
for most of the descriptive statistics. Data regarding attendance was

Table 8
Literature identified new knowledge outputs.

New knowledge IUCRC focused description Reference

Scientific co-publications Co-authorship. The IUCRC literature emphasizes authors to be
affiliated with different organizations.

(Gibson, 2015) (Gray et al., 2012b) (Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Bozeman,
2000) (Gray et al., 2013) (Gray, 2008) (Chukumba and Jensen, 2005; Kostoff,
2005) (Shane and Somaya, 2007b)

Patents and co-patenting Multiple firms listed as owners. (Grupp and Linstone, 1999) (Cunningham et al., 2014) (Rohrbeck and Kaab,
2013) (Bozeman, 2000) (Gray, 2008) (Kostoff, 2005) (Cohen et al., 1994)

Collaborative research
projects

Researchers affiliated with multiple organizations. Multi-
disciplinary research has been recently emphasized in the IUCRC
and team science literature.

(Cunningham et al., 2014; Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a) (Gray et al.,
2012b) (Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Bozeman, 2000) (Gray, 2008) (Kostoff,
2005) (Cragin et al., 2012) (Shane and Somaya, 2007a) (Shane and Somaya,
2007b) (Hicks, 2012) (NSF, 2013)
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collected from the NSF evaluator. The Compendium of Breakthrough
Technologies provided data regarding new methods and processes. The
ProQuest database was searched to identify theses and dissertations
published by students with advisors affiliated with IUCRC research
projects. A content analysis was conducted on the abstract and the
acknowledgement section of each identified student thesis or disserta-
tion to ascertain if the research topic was aligned with an IAB research
topic.

5.2. Data collection

The next step is to populate each metric with the data. A metric (m)
for an output criteria (cj) under the jth goal with respect to the kth
objective can be represented as (mWBC, jk). The metric for collaborative
papers is used to illustrate how the data from the NSF database can be
collected to obtain an actual value. Eq. (2) uses data collected from the
last three available NSF Structural Information (SI) reports to calculate

the number of renewed IAB memberships.

IAB member renewal

IAB member renewal members starting of members left(# # )= (2)

Eq. (3) uses this formula to calculate a metric value for IAB member
satisfaction using the percent of members who renew.

Percent member renewal
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member renewal IAB member renew starting

m member renewal
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The results of the data collection for each metric, (m, jk), are pre-
sented in Table 12. The metric and its relative jth criterion are identi-
fied in the first two columns followed by the resulting value obtained

Table 9
Literature identified KTT media.

KTT media IUCRC focused description References

Papers Publications in peer-reviewed journals are traditionally recognized
outputs of KTT.

(Gibson, 2015) (Gray et al., 2012b) (Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013)
(Bozeman, 2000) (Gray et al., 2013) (Gray, 2008) (Chukumba
and Jensen, 2005; Kostoff, 2005) (Shane and Somaya, 2007b)
(Gaughan and Corley, 2010) (Boardman and Corley, 2008;
Geisler, 2010; Ponomariov and Boardman, 2010)

Reports Research reports (Kostoff, 2005) (Shane and Somaya, 2007b)
Conference presentations (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a) (Gray et al., 2012b)

(Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Gray et al., 2013) (Gray, 2008)
(Kostoff, 2005) (Cragin et al., 2012) (Hicks, 2012; Shane and
Somaya, 2007b) (Cohen et al., 1994)

Workshops, classes Attendance at IUCRC directors meetings and IAB meetings,
workshops.

(Boardman and Bozeman, 2015) (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff,
2000a) (Kostoff, 2005) (Cragin et al., 2012) (Bruneel et al.,
2010) (Hicks, 2012) (Cohen et al., 2002) (Gaughan and Corley,
2010; Perkmann et al., 2013) (Behrens and Gray, 2001)

Informal meetings Informal meetings, one-on-one discussions or small informal groups (Gray et al., 2012b) (Bozeman, 2000) (Gray et al., 2013)
(Kostoff, 2005)

Professional networks: Editors,
Professional Organization officers,
Boards

Editorships and members in scientific advisory boards and officers of
professional organizations improve linkages and the profile of the
organization. Editors often find knowledgeable referees who agree to
review papers, officers organize conferences and meetings.

(Carayannis et al., 2014b) (Gray, 2008) (Shane and Somaya,
2007b) (Hicks, 2012) (Gray et al., 2012a; Schmoch et al., 2010)
(Etzkowitz, 1998; Gaughan and Corley, 2010; Rivers, 2010)
(Gray et al., 2001; Tsai, 2015)

Graduate hires, fellowships Graduates hired into the industry (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a) (Gray et al., 2012b)
(Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Bozeman, 2000) (Gray, 2008)
(Kostoff, 2005) (Chukumba and Jensen, 2005) (Shane and
Somaya, 2007a) (Hicks, 2012) (Hayton et al., 2010) (NSF, 2013)

Co-supervising Supervisors from multiple sites or multiple organizations (Gray et al., 2012b) (Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Gray, 2008)
(Cragin et al., 2012)

Personnel exchange Focus on student internships, mentorships. (Gray et al., 2012a) (Bozeman, 2000; Gray, 2008) (Kostoff,
2005) (Shane and Somaya, 2007b) (Hicks, 2012) (Cohen et al.,
1994) (Bozeman, 2000; Cohen et al., 2002; Hicks, 2012; Rogers
and Bozeman, 1997; Tyler, 2013) (Bozeman and Boardman,
2013; Perkmann and Walsh, 2007; Tran, 2013a)

Consulting services Secondary focus on scientific faculty contracted by IAB member firm
to facilitate commercialization of technology.

(Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a) (Cunningham et al., 2014)
(Gray et al., 2012b) (Bozeman, 2000) (Gray et al., 2013) (Gray,
2008) (Kostoff, 2005) (Cragin et al., 2012) (Etzkowitz and
Leydesdorff, 2000b) (Hicks, 2012) (Cohen et al., 1994)

Shared resources Examines not only alternative uses of resources but also possible
impacts on the mission such as improved human capital for
conducting future research

(Gray et al., 2012b) (Gray, 2008) (Kostoff, 2005) (Hicks, 2012)
(Sundstrom & Gray, 2010; Boardman and Corley, 2008; Chai
and Shih, 2016; Katz and Martin, 1997)

Table 10
Literature identified KTT objects.

KTT objects IUCRC focused description References

Licenses Traditional indicators long used in the literature to measure technology
transfer. Often an indicator of intent to commercialize the technology.

(Grupp and Linstone, 1999) (Bozeman, 2000; Cunningham et al., 2014;
Rohrbeck and Kaab, 2013) (Gray, 2008) (Kostoff, 2005) (Etzkowitz and
Leydesdorff, 2000b; Shane and Somaya, 2007a; Shane and Somaya,
2007b) (Cohen et al., 1994) (Feldman and Kelley, 2006a) (NSF, 2013)

New products Focus on pre-competitive and collaborative. Beneficial to industry (beyond
1 company) Compendium of breakthrough technologies compiles a list of
new products and methods by IUCRC (Roessner, 2000).

(Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000a; Gray et al., 2012a; Gray et al., 2014c;
McGowan, 2012)New methods or

procesess
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from the listed data source.
The value of each metric (m, jk) is standardized using a desirability

function. The illustration for the percent of IAB member renewal is
continued to show how a desirability curve can be used to standardize a
value d(m, jk), for each respective decision criteria. Fig. 10 shows how
the calculated value of a 90% renewal rate is very close to a value 100%
desired by the experts. In fact, it is closer to 100% than if every member
had renewed. Experts expect some turn-over because some smaller
companies are sponsored by the SBIR program. While it may be con-
cerning when larger long-term IAB members do not renew, turn-over of
smaller SBIR sponsored organizations is desired. Eq. (10) shows how
the desired value for WBC's membership satisfaction rate (c3) relative
to the goal of stakeholder satisfaction (g2) is d(mWBC, c3,2)= 0.97.
Appendix 2 lists all the desirability curves.

Desirability value for membership renewal.

x x92 100
100 85 90

, 4.8 92% ( 4.8%) 96.8%= = = (4)

5.3. Results

Populating the rest of the metrics with data yields the desirability
values recorded in Table 13.

A final score can be calculated by summing the product of the values
found for each d(m, jk) and the decision element's (Cjkk) weight (wj). Eq.
(5) shows the expression used to calculate the sum the products of the
two vectors.

Performance evaluation score

w d m jk[ ( , )]
j

j
1

17

= (5)

Table 14 reflects the results of applying the expression identified in
Eq. (5).

Outputs contributing most to this center's performance include re-
search that translates into new methods, engaged students presenting
on research and satisfied NSF and IAB member stakeholders. Areas
identified for improvement include the number of graduates selecting
IAB research topics for their PhD dissertations or Master's theses and
more collaboratively configured research project teams.

The data for this center shows there were no theses or dissertations
published by students using topics from the IAB center during the last
3 years of data. The desired value for no publications is 0.03 versus a
score of 0.42 for a center with an average of 1 publication/year. The
result of encouraging students to use center topics for their PhD dis-
sertation research or Master's Thesis would reflect 5% increase in total
performance contribution. On the other hand, increased emphasis, ex-
penditure in time and resources on improving licensing would only
improve the score by 1%.

An example of how a reasonable set of actions could impact the
overall performance of the WBC to the IUCRC program's mission is
provided in Table 15. Note how encouraging students to select IAB
topics for their dissertation or thesis could gain the center a 5% increase
in overall performance.

As shown, a strength of the model is that the more important de-
cision criteria can be identified and their impact can be analyzed re-
latively quickly. This can be a powerful aid to managers and policy
makers because transparency can lead to better decisions. The model

Table 11
Output decision elements with metrics.

Goal Output Description Metric

New knowledge Collaborative research
projects

An IUCRC encourages inter-institutional collaboration (Corley, Boardman, &
Bozeman, 2006) and multi-discipline (D.O. Gray, 2008) approaches to research
projects.

% collaborative research
projects/3 yr

Collaborative papers Pre-competitive research is reflected when IAB members co-author papers. # collaborative papers/3 yr
Stakeholder satisfaction IAB member Satisfaction Gray found membership renewal to be a good proxy for relevant research (D. Gray,

Lindblad, & Rudolph, 2001).
% IAB member renewal/3 yr

Leveraged Funding NSF requires a minimum membership requirement. Increased leverage over time is
desired.

$ total/$ NSF

Researcher Satisfaction Coberly found retention, involvement and amount of funding to be highly correlated
indicators of researcher satisfaction (Coberly, 2004).

% researcher retention/3 yr

Student involvement Visiting students IB
meetings

Partner site student in-person attendance at IAB meetings. Electronic forms of
“attendance” diffuse the social technology and reduce student benefits.

% off-site student attendance at
meetings/3 yr

Dissertation/thesis topic # of student dissertations or theses using IAB project as research topic. # of students using IAB research
as topic

Student development Projects Students are a requirement of the program. Industry acknowledges that access to a
diverse pool (Porter and Rafols, 2009) of experience students trained in industrial
relevant research is desired and beneficial (McGowan, 2012) (Elena-Pérez, Saritas,
Pook, & Warden, 2011).

# students/3 yr

Presentations Presentations at IAB meetings or multi-purpose poster sessions are ways students can
practice and develop communication skills. Often, students present to the IAB
developing skill while gaining insight from collaborators (Boardman and Bozeman,
2015), (Behrens and Gray, 2001).

% student presentations

KTT mediums Students hired by industry When students are hired into industry, knowledge transfers from the higher education
institution to the company (McGowan, 2012).

# Univ grads hired by industry/
3 yr

Consulting (contract or
exchange)

Academic engagement of scientific faculty contracted to help commercialize research
outputs through consulting (Perkmann et al., 2013) is important.

% of scientific staff consulting to
industry/3 yr

Papers The ratio of number of papers published to the number of researchers in an IAB. # published/researcher
Training and workshops Workshops (Kerry et al., 2013) and informal meetings (Cohen et al., 2002) have been

found by other researchers to provide the greatest form of knowledge transfer.
% attendance*# held/3 yr

Shared resources Sharing of resources (Corley et al., 2006) such as labs (Teshima and Rung, 2010),
testing facilities (Sundstrom and Gray, 2010) and open source software improve
“sticky and difficult” (Mowery, 2003)

#labs, #equipment availability

KTT objects New methods Focus on pre-competitive and collaborative. Beneficial to industry (beyond 1company)
Compendium of breakthrough technologies compiles a list of new products and
methods by IUCRC [187].

#
New products #

Licenses Traditional indicators long used in the literature to measure technology transfer. Often
an indicator of intent to commercialize the technology.

#
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was sued for another 5 centers and recommendations for them are listed
in Appendix 3.

First, experts validated the model's content and construct through a
structured Delphi process. Next, expert review of the case study results
determined that the model is appropriate and generalizable. Table 16
summarizes how the research design used expert judgment to evaluate
results for content validity, construct validity and criterion-related

validity.
Experts validated the decision criteria and relative linkages for se-

venteen elements when an 80% agreement level was met (Tran, 2013a).
At level 2 in the HDM, the first objective was changed to emphasize that
fundamental research is collaborative and pre-competitive. While the
objectives were accepted with these minor changes, experts revealed a
healthy level on-going debate about the third objective, knowledge and

Fig. 8. Generalized HDM for IUCRC performance evaluation.

Fig. 9. Wood-based composites center.
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technology transfer. This objective has been narrowed on the NSF's
website lending more emphasis towards direct commercialization by
removing the word “knowledge.” However, this focus shift is not sup-
ported in the current literature stream or by the experts in this study.
Rather, literature emphasizes the importance of knowledge and tech-
nology transfer because indirect transfer is often overlooked (Siegel
et al., 2004).

In discussing the weighted values of the output decision elements,
one expert shared they have “been concerned for some time about the over
emphasis of using licensing and papers as indicators.” Specifically, several
experts stressed that “knowledge and technology transfer is not about the
short-term gain of licenses or products developed by one firm, it's really
about the long term impact of students who make their career in the field.”

This research supports this viewpoint. For example, a large amount of
time and resources spent on acquiring additional licenses would not
make as much impact on a center's performance score as encouraging
more students towards theses or dissertation topics related to IUCRC
research projects.

Experts were not surprised that student topics contributed a high
degree towards student involvement. “Students who are more involved
typically have a personal motive and interest beyond the research project. It's
the students who are willing to work at home, continuing to conduct research
that are the most engaged.” Some students working as research assistants
participate in the center as more of a job.

Experts believe a significant role can be played by university
graduates hired into the field and by new methods for accelerating and

Table 12
Metric values for WBC test case.

j Metric Value Data source Approach used

1 % collaborative projects 0.33 Center website
wbc.vt.edu

Current number of collaborative project configurations/Total number of projects listed

2 # of collaborative papers 0 NSF
www.ncsu.edu/
iucrc/

Average number of collaborative papers published as recorded/3 years

3 % IAB member renewal 0.90 NSF Calculated 3 year average using (members renewed)/members starting
4 Leverage funding ratio 3.83 NSF Calculated 3 year average using total funding/NSF IUCRC funding
5 % research faculty (RF) change 1.11 NSF 3 year average change for Current number RF/past year number RF
6 % student meeting attendance 0.33 NSF IUCRC evaluator Averaged for 2 IAB meetings (# non-site students/# total non-site students)
7 % students topics 0 ProQuest database 3 year average (# dissertations or theses published/# students)
8 Student supervision ratio 1.2 NSF Calculated 3 year average students/RF
9 % students presented 0.14 NSF IUCRC evaluator # students who presented/# students
10 # students hired 2 NSF 3 year average students hired
11 % RF contracts 0.07 NSF 3 year average RF contracts using in-kind personnel support
12 # Papers published 0.63 NSF 3 year average papers published/researcher
13 % RF meeting attendance 8.87 NSF IUCRC evaluator 2 mtg. average: # RF attending IAB meeting/# total RF
14 Shared resources available Both NSF Binary “yes/no” availability of facilities or equipment
15 # New methods or processes 1 NSF compendium # reported in recent past compendium
16 # new products 0 NSF compendium # reported in recent past compendium
17 # new licenses 0 NSF evaluator Calculated proxy: dependent value based upon new products

Equation 4 Desirability value for membership renewal 

Fig. 10. WBC value for % membership renewal results.
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promoting knowledge and technology transfer. These results make
sense because graduates have the opportunity to provide a long term
impact to the field. This perspective was supported by the judgment
provided by the expert panels reflected in student hires contributing
approximately 6% towards the mission.

As shown, a strength of the model is that the more important de-
cision criteria can be identified and their impact can be analyzed re-
latively quickly. This can be a powerful aid to managers and policy
makers. However, what happens to the model when experts disagree
about the decision criteria? This model and these values are subjective
and not absolute. There are many reasons for differences. Some centers
may have more difficulty with intellectual property issues because of
their technology domain; they may instead focus on development of
students. Efforts such as these could be diminished with this pure
benchmarking approach.

The inconsistency and disagreement analysis provided new insights.
For instance, one expert argued the fairness of one indicator: “Inclusion
of a metric for student hires may be problematic because there is a high
percentage of International students.” Therefore, some IUCRCs may have
participating students who are legally not able to accept a position in a
company if one was extended. They further qualified their argument
expressing concern about possible screening practices that could be
encouraged as a result of too much focus in this area. While the expert
data uncovered some findings that may be of interest to policy makers
and NSF IUCRC directors, a debate about the mission or objectives of
the NSF program is beyond the scope of this research. Instead the goal
here has been to measure the degree to which centers are meeting the
mission as currently defined.

The metric measuring collaborative research also had a high
amount of disagreement. Some experts advocated for only counting
multi-site or multi-disciplined configured research teams, others stated
that all were collaborative by definition because they had industry
sponsorship. In general, all experts agree that “collaborative projects are
probably one area that has not been given enough focus.”

The Wood-Based Composites IUCRC was used to illustrate how a
performance evaluation score is calculated using the model. One
strength of the model is that decision criteria contributing to a higher
degree towards the organizational performance can be readily identi-
fied. The case showed how improvement in outputs for the more
heavily weighted decision elements could significantly improve per-
formance.

The results and generalizability of the model was validate through
consultation with experts. Experts expressed interest for a broadened
study that examined how to make the model even more generalizable.

6. Conclusions

This research was able to successfully meet the original objectives
set forth at the beginning of this paper. While this research was suc-
cessful at taking a step towards closing the gaps identified in the lit-
erature, many still remain. Limitations included use of subjective data,
development of proxy metrics and partial data sets. Future research
opportunities are plentiful in this area including extensions to other

Table 13
WBC metrics and desirability values.

Output decision element Metric value (m, jk) Desirability curve value
d(m, jk)

Collaborative projects 0.33 0.28
Collaborative papers 0.00 0.00
IAB Member satisfaction 0.90 0.97
Leveraged funding 3.83 0.70
Researcher satisfaction 1.11 1.00
Student Mtg. attendance 0.52 0.73
Student research topic 0.00 0.03
Student research project 1.20 0.75
Student presentations 0.14 0.25
Student hires 2.00 1.00
Consulting 0.07 0.37
Papers published 0.63 0.80
Training and workshops 0.69 0.75
Shared resources Both 1.00
New methods or processes 1.00 1.00
New products 0.00 0.50
Licenses 0.00 0.50

Table 14
Calculated performance evaluation score.

Output Contribution Weights d(m,jk) Product

C. Research Projects 0.14 0.28 0.039

C. Research Papers 0.08 0.00 0.000

IAB Member Sat 0.06 0.97 0.058

Leveraged Funding 0.07 0.70 0.049

Researcher Sat. 0.04 1.00 0.040

Visiting Students 0.07 0.73 0.051

Student Topics 0.12 0.03 0.004

Student Projects 0.08 0.75 0.060

Student Presentations 0.05 0.25 0.012

Student Hires 0.06 1.00 0.060

Consulting 0.03 0.37 0.011

0.0160.800.02Papers

Training and Workshops 0.04 0.75 0.030

Shared Resources 0.03 1.00 0.030

New Methods/Proc. 0.07 1.00 0.070

New Products 0.02 0.50 0.010

Licenses 0.02 0.50 0.010

Sum of the Product 0.550

The shaded values represent the higher weighted decision ele-
ments. While this model has seventeen decision criteria notice
how the top 2 account for 26% of the performance contribution.
This means the decision criteria are not linearly related and that
the method is able to separate more important elements from
the ones that contribute towards the organizational perfor-
mance to a lesser degree.

Table 15
Performance improvement recommendations.

Center Pre-score cj Suggested improvement Contribution New

Current Impact Score

WBC 0.55 1 Encourage 1 student to select an IAB research project as their dissertation or thesis topic. 0 +0.05 0.65
2 Projects 4/14 increase to 70%. 0.05 +0.05
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NSF and NIH CRC and other types of CRC programs, methods for more
robust sensitivity analysis, longitudinal studies to examine possible
forecasting models for program sustainability and integration with
proposal evaluation studies.

Increasingly important is the need for inter-disiplinary and inter-
organizational collaborative research. Recognizing this need, the US
National Science Foundation (NSF) has responded with funding and
programmatic support for cooperative science and engineering research
centers (CRCs). While evidence shows these centers are effective me-
chanisms for fundamental research, student development and knowl-
edge and technology transfer; challenges remain to effectively measure
and compare the performance of these organizations.

Organizational effectiveness is a difficult construct. Using the HDM,
concepts were identified, validated by experts and linked together to
construct a generalizable model. Transparency in how the decision
variables impact the final performance scores was demonstrated by
analyzing how a center could turn their performance upside-down by
focusing on fewer than 20% of the outputs. Understanding where to
shift resources can be a powerful decision aid to center directors. In one
case example, it was demonstrated how the WBC center could obtain a
significant performance increase by re-configuring project teams to
include multi-disciplinary researchers and advising students towards
completion of dissertation or theses using IAB projects as topics.

Centers were comparatively analyzed providing specific re-
commendations. The results were presented to an expert for criteria-
related validity. The expert review validated the model and the results.
The generalizability of the model was validated for the IUCRC program
and interest was expressed for a broadened study to make the model
even more generalizable.

6.1. Research contributions

This research begins to fill some of the gaps identified in literature.
First, a system of outputs and metrics were presented from a balanced
perspective. The hierarchical decision model (HDM) was introduced as
a measurement system using both quantitative and qualitative metrics.
The holistic study was validated using a 3-phased validation approach:
1) concept and content validation, 2) construct validation and 3) cri-
terion-related validation. The criterion-related validity involved expert
review of the results from a comparison of the performance of six case
studies.

This research adds value to the field by offering a generalizable
model and measurement system to compare performance of NSF sci-
ence and engineering centers. It provides a new scoring method to
compare and evaluate different IUCRCs. NSF center evaluators can then
use these scores as a decision support tool for additional funding de-
cisions and center managers can use these scores to analyze their
portfolios in an objective, evidence-based manner increasing the

achievement of their research objectives. The study effectively defined
a set of output indicators painting a balanced-holistic picture of the NSF
IUCRC program meeting the first objective of this research. While the
generalizable model was only tested using the NSF IUCRC program, the
model provides a new scoring method to compare and evaluate dif-
ferent IUCRCs in different programs.

A framework and metrics for evaluation was developed. Therefore,
a new method for CRC performance comparison was introduced into
the literature stream. This research begins to close the gap for cross CRC
comparison by developing a generalizable model and a system for cross-
center performance evaluation. The gap originally identified through
literature was validated by experts. Gray agrees, “virtually all CRC
outcome evaluation has been ad hoc, program-level evaluation studies”
and that “these studies have tended to focus on technology transfer
outcomes to industry”((Gray, 2008) p78).

6.2. Application contributions

The next contribution follows as a result of the first by dis-
seminating the model and results of the study for improved assessment
in the NSF IUCRC program. This study tested the model and the method
by evaluating six (6) alternative IUCRCs. Many studies question if the
traditional bibliometric indicators are the “right ones” and caution that
they paint a “partial picture”(Wagner et al., 2011). The results of this
research provide supporting evidence to this stream of literature by
finding that new methods contribute significantly higher towards
knowledge and technology transfer objectives than licenses. Federally
funded CRCs are required to have transparency in their decision making
processes. This research provides a new method that highlights dis-
agreements helping to drive discussions and transparent decision
making processes.

Representatives for the NSF SciPSI program remarked through an
evaluation of this research agree that “the need for understanding IUCRCs
is important. They are a key policy lever used by the government to enhance
translational research.” “Evaluating such centers remains difficult and often
subjective, yet federal science agencies continue to invest considerable re-
sources in them.” (NSF SciPHI program proposal evaluators).

This study benefits the research community by applying a flexible
approach that combines qualitative and quantitative output indicators.
Additional insight will be gained about the importance and use of
output indicators. This holistic approach demonstrates a generalizable
model that provides comparison among cooperative research centers.
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Table 16
Validation results.

Research
validation

Test description for this research Methods Results

Content validity The degree to which the content
adequately describes the NSF IUCRC
mission.

Delphi process during model development. Experts validated
content and construct when 80% agreement was reached.
Criteria and linked relationships were validated (Tran, 2013a).

Experts validated 17 of the decision criteria
identified by literature.

Construct Elements linked together creating
the logic in a hierarchical
construction.

Proxy metrics developed for several indicators for
lack of data.

Criterion-related Degree to which the criterion can
capture the true value of the IUCRC's
performance.

Expert review of case study analysis and results. Experts were in general agreement with the results
from the case study and determined the model is
appropriate and generalizable.
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Appendix 1. Expert background

Expert # Affiliation Title Background

1 NSF program NSF program manager NSF
2 North Carolina State U Professor/director C
3 Ohio State U Professor R
4 NSF IUCRC NSF project manager R
5 NSF consultant Evaluator IUCRC R
6 Iowa state Assoc. prof/evaluator NSF
7 University of Washington Professor/evaluator R
8 Palo Alto Assoc. prof/evaluator NSF
9 U of California, Berkeley Professor/director C
10 University of Florida Evaluator IUCRC NSF
11 Grand Valley State U VP/evaluator R
12 U of Colorado, Boulder CoDirector IUCRC C
13 North Carolina State U Director IUCRC C
14 SUNY Buffalo Director IUCRC C
15 Arizona State U IUCRC staff C
16 Univ of Buffalo Director IUCRC C
17 U of Arizona Director IUCRC C
18 Virginia Tech Director IUCRC C
19 Oregon State Univ Director IUCRC C
20 Virginia Tech Director IUCRC C
21 UC Davis Director IUCRC C
22 Brigham Young Univ Director IUCRC C
23 U of Arkansas Director IUCRC C
24 U of Tennessee, Knoxville CoDirector IUCRC C
25 U of California, Santa-Cruz Center executive C
26 Boise State Evaluator IUCRC NSF
27 North Texas Professor/Assoc Director C
28 Georgetown U Director IUCRC C
29 U of Washington Director IUCRC C
30 University of Tennessee Evaluator IUCRC NSF
31 Purdue U Professor/evaluator NSF
32 George Washington U Professor R
33 Arizona State U Professor R
34 Univ of Georgia Evaluator IUCRC NSF
35 Clarkson U Director IUCRC C
36 Purdue U Ass Prof/Assist. Dir C

Appendix 2. Desirability curves

Metrics and desirability curves are presented relative to each of the six goals. Figures below show the respective desirability curves.

Desirability curves for new knowledge outputs
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Desirability curves for stakeholder satisfaction outputs

Desirability curves for student involvement outputs

Desirability curves for student development outputs
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Desirability curves for KTT media

Desirability curves for KTT object outputs

Appendix 3. Additional center analyses

Center Pre-
score

cj Suggested improvement Contribution New

Current Impact Score

Ma2JIC 0.68 1 Increase multi-site/multi-discipline research project configurations from 7 to 14 of 25. 0.05 +0.04 0.76
2 Increase co-publications from 5 to 9 of 15. 0.02 +0.04

CPD 0.56 1 Increase multi-site/multi discipline research projects from 0 to 5 of 12. 0.02 +0.06 0.64
2 Support student interest in selecting IUCRC topics for dissertation or thesis by 2 students 0.06 +0.02

S2ERC 0.57 1 Increase multi-site/multi-discipline research project configurations. Currently with 0 of 22 they should increase to 50%
multi-site or multi-disciplined research project teams.

0.02 +0.06 0.63

CSR 0.46 1 Encourage 1 student to select an IAB research project as their dissertation or thesis topic. 0 +0.05 0.58
2 Increase collaborative configuration from 0 to 6 of nine projects. Increase to 60%. 0.02 +0.06

WEP 0.46 1 Encourage 1 student to select an IAB research project as their dissertation or thesis topic. 0 +0.05 0.57
2 Increase collaborative configuration from 0 to 0 of 11 projects. Increase to 60%. 0.02 +0.06

WBC 0.55 1 Encourage 1 student to select an IAB research project as their dissertation or thesis topic. 0 +0.05 0.65
2 Projects 4/14 increase to 70%. 0.05 +0.05
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